Roadmap & Whitepaper

MISSION STATEMENT
To cultivate an inclusive and caring trading
community that helps individuals succeed
in the NFT space.

The Squishy Squad is a collection of 8,888 unique
Squishes on the Ethereum blockchain. Upon purchasing a
Squishy, you receive not only an adorable profile picture
but also access to an exclusive tight-knit community.
Moreover, future physical and digital utility will be
available to all Squishy holders.

WHY GET A SQUISHY
Being part of the Squishy Squad unlocks many benefits.
The Squishy team will provide market bots to their
holders, which offer real-time data and market analysis.
This gives a decisive edge to our holders when
researching and trading NFTs. Furthermore, we pride
ourselves on having a strong and active community. The
Squishy community will have access to our private
community channel, insightful newsletters, whitelist spots
for upcoming projects, exclusive NFT videos, and so much
more! By owning a Squish, you receive access to a
welcoming community along with the tools you need to
succeed in the NFT space.

Squishy Squad to the Moon! ↑

WHAT TO EXPECT
The team will work hard to give back to the Squishy
community in various fun ways. The following is a list of
utilities we offer or plan to offer to the community.
→ Exclusive Squishy Squad community
→ Squishy Squad DAO
→ Real-time market bots
→ Updated mint schedules
→ Squishy Squad Launchpad
→ Private NFT videos
→ Exciting Squishy games and community events
→ Insightful newsletters
→ Private Squishy Chat
→ Rewarded Squish of the Month
→ Scheduled AMAs with the founding team
→ Physical utility drops
→ Exclusive holder giveaways and raffles
→ Real-life meetups
→ Access to special guest speakers
→ Partnerships with other NFT projects and brands

ROADMAP V2
Revamped Website

A new Squishy Squad website will launch with more functionality and an updated look.

More NFT Tools

→ NFT News Updates
→ NFT Drop List
→ NFT Trading Series
→ FOMO Alert Bot
→ NFT Market Summary
→ NFT Dashboard
→ Many more!

NFT Tools Website

All Squad members will have access to valuable NFT tools. This will analyze the NFT
space and give you insightful information. This will consist of various bots, analyzing the
NFT market, and more!

Squishy Squad Partnership Program & Launchpad

In the future, we will be adding projects onto our launchpad and giving our holders early
access to quality projects! The founding team will critically vet these upcoming
collections to assure our holders are given valuable projects. In addition, the Squishy
Squad is partnering with upcoming NFT projects and companies soon. With many NFT
collections releasing, we will save community members time and give out whitelist
spots. These spots will be given out through giveaways, community events, and discord
engagement.

Guest Speakers

Our team will bring guest speakers to our exclusive Discord Stage or Twitter Spaces.
Holders will be able to listen to insightful NFT & crypto tips or ask burning questions
about anything! These people are prominent figures in their respective fields.

Diamond hands reward

All holders must have at least one squish delisted to access the market bots. In
addition, long-term holders will be rewarded through exclusive giveaways, prizes, and
launchpad opportunities.

Regular AMAs:
The team will host regularly scheduled AMAs to listen to community feedback
and establish the project's future goals. We will discuss upcoming plans and
ideas in these sessions.

Exclusive Videos:

These videos will help people out in the NFT Space and will be very educational. They
will range from setting up your Metamask to new trading strategies

Merch

We will have everything from shirts, shorts, hoodies, plushies, and more! Squishy Squad
holders will receive a significant discount on these items. So, you’re going to be rocking
with some awesome Squishy Squad merch! Sales will go back into the community
wallet.

Metal Prints

Members will be eligible to print one of their squishes on an incredibly clean metal print.
These physical pieces are crafted for free; pay for shipping. Requirements for eligibility
will be announced soon.

Real-life meetups

The Squishy Squad will host exclusive meetups to meet the team and other fantastic
holders face to face. Let’s make genuine connections with each other and party like
there’s no tomorrow – kind of like our squishes!

Squishy Venture Capital

The team will allocate funds to help accelerate early projects and help the community.
The money will be used to develop ideas into a reality. We will focus on projects with an
experienced team, innovative ideas, and Squishy friendly.

Charity Event

The Squad will be donating $10,000 to HUGS! This donation will significantly help
families in Hawaii facing the financial and emotional hardships of caring for a seriously
ill child. For 39 years, HUGS has served Hawaii children, ages birth to 21, diagnosed with
life-threatening illnesses ranging from cancer, cardia issues, liver and kidney ailments,
and chromosomal defects. The founding team was born and raised in the beautiful
state of Hawaii and would love for our community to come together and support these
challenged families. Outside of this, the team will also host an event within our
community to raise more money as well. We also look forward to giving back to other
charities and hosting charitable events in the future!
Exclusive Events, Giveaways, and Prizes
Let’s play! The Squishy Squad will be hosting exclusive events for our community. The
winners will be awarded in Ethereum, Squishes, whitelists on other upcoming projects,
NFTs, and more! The games will bring our entire community together in a fun and
competitive way.

Tiered System

The team will implement a tiered system letting those who have multiple squishes have
access to exclusive parts of the community. Essentially, holders who own more squishes
will be receive more utility. The more the merrier!

FUTURE PLANS
The NFT space is constantly changing, and we are
preparing to adapt to these changes. Because the NFT
space is still in its infancy stages, the team consciously
prioritizes learning and growth. We are exploring various
tokenomic ecosystems and Web3 options to optimize the
project's future. Transparency is one of our core values,
and we will not promise anything that we cannot deliver.
We also strongly value our community's feedback as our
holders will have the opportunity to propose new ideas
that the team will work to implement. The team has plans
to build in the new Web3 space, and the Squishy Squad
will serve as our base of operations.

The Squishy Squad aims to be an innovative project
in the NFT space. A Squishy is more than just a
digital picture–it is a key that unlocks significant
benefits for its valued holders. The team’s motto,
“Underpromise and Overdeliver,” strongly implies
the exciting future we have in store for the project.
We look forward to surprising you throughout this
thrilling journey. Stay Squishy Frens :)

